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The 1 B$ picture!

(HL Tau)

ALMA Partnership et al. 2015, 
ApJ, 808, L3





this is why you need
the ngVLA 

(last lecture)



ALMA Partnership et al. 2015, 
ApJ, 808, L3
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ALMA Partnership et al. 2015, 
ApJ, 808, L3

HL Tau: HCO+ emission



ALMA Partnership et al. 2015, 
ApJ, 808, L3

HL Tau: ALMA imaging



protoplanetary disk structures

ARA&A Review by Sean Andrews





Andrews + DSHARP team 2018

𝜆 ≈ 1.29 mm
beam fwhm ≈ 0.04 arcsec

Noise level ≈ 0.2 K



The 8 most prominent rings in the ALMA LP

Andrews + DSHARP

prominent rings



The disks that orbit young stars are the essential conduits and 
reservoirs of material for star and planet formation. 


Their structures, meaning the spatial variations of the disk 
physical conditions, reflect the underlying mechanisms that 
drive those formation processes. 


Observations of the solids and gas in these disks, particularly at 
high resolution, provide fundamental insights on their mass 
distributions, dynamical states, and evolutionary behaviors

protoplanetary disk structures

ARA&A Review by Sean Andrews



three different views of TW Hya

ARA&A Review by Sean Andrews



Substructures generated by different mechanism

ARA&A Review by Sean Andrews

a A schematic of a ring–cavity substructure morphology with a pronounced arc feature generated by a vortex
b A schematic of the ring–gap substructure morphology

c A simplified diagram of the spiral wave perturbations that could be produced by interactions with a massive planet

d A diagram highlighting two outcomes for the evolution of icy aggregates as they migrate across condensation front



HD 163296

protoplanetary disk: line kinematics



200 au

protoplanetary disk: line kinematics



kinematic evidence for planets?





reionization

today’s
universe

galaxy
build-up

‘dark ages’

galaxies grow through accreting gas flows...

     ... largely unconstrained observationally

big bang
 recombination

time

z=100
z=10

z=1

hydrodyn. simulations of structure formation
e.g., Illustris-TNG50, Springel, Pillepich, Nelson

z~7-15
0.3-1 Gyr

z~15-1000
0.0003-0.3 Gyr

z<~7
>1 Gyr

z~0
~14 Gyr

z~1000
0.0003 Gyr

theoretical framework



star formation 
rate density

e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014

observational constraints



star formation 
rate density

e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014

stellar mass
density

observational constraints



star formation 
rate density

e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014

stellar mass
density

observational constraints



star formation 
rate density

e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014, Neeleman et al. 2017

stellar mass
density

atomic hydrogen
density

observational constraints



star formation 
rate density

molecular gas
density

e.g., Madau & Dickinson 2014, Neeleman et al. 2017, Walter et al. 2016

stellar mass
density

atomic hydrogen
density?

observational constraints



HII absorption

HI absorption

example SED: M82
models from Galliano et al.

how to measure molecular gas



HII absorption

HI absorption

escaping total

CO(1-0)

CO(2-1)
CO(3-2)

CO(4-3)

[CII]
[OI]Hα PAH

models from Galliano et al.
example SED: M82

how to measure molecular gas



HII absorption

HI absorption

escaping total

CO(1-0)

CO(2-1)
CO(3-2)

CO(4-3)

[CII]
[OI]Hα PAH

example SED: M82

- carbon monoxide (CO)

- dust emission

- other lines ([CI], [CII], …)

models from Galliano et al.

how to measure molecular gas
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TABLE 2.1— The different phases of the ISM.

MM CNM WNM WIM HIM
n (cm 3) 102 105 4–80 0.1–0.6 0.2 cm 3 10 3–10 2

T (K) 10–50 50–200 5500–8500 8000 105–107
h (pc) 70 140 400 900 1 kpc
fvolume 1% 2–4% 30% 20% 50%
fmass 20% 40% 30% 10% 1%

Note: the quoted numbers for each of the phases are only rough estimates. n
is the particle density in cm 3, T the temperature in K, h the scale height in
pc, fvolume is the volume filling factors, and fmass the mass fraction.

filled with ionized gas. In the case of the Galaxy,
the WIM fills about 20% of the disk volume (typi-
cal electron density: 0.2 cm 3) with a typical scale
height of 600–900 pc. This implies that the WIM
contributes of order 25% to the total atomic hy-
drogen gas column density, making it by far the
most dominant component (in terms of mass) of
the ionized ISM. The associated H emission is
energetically important since, e.g., in the case of
the Galaxy, maintaining the ionization requires
1042 erg s 1. This substantial amount of energy
can barely be supplied by supernovae, but rather
easily by ionizing OB stars; estimates are that be-
tween 10–15% of the Lyman continuum photons
of OB–associationsare required to photoionize the
WIM. However it is not yet clear how the Ly-
man continuum photons can travel the large dis-
tances required to ionize gas at high galactic lati-
tudes and alternative mechanism have been pro-
posed such as decaying neutrinos, mixing lay-
ers at the interface between hot and warm gas
or cooling of hot halo gas (for references see the
discussion in Walterbros & Braun 1994). Some
order–of–magnitude properties of the Warm Ion-
ized Medium are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.1.5 The Hot Ionized Medium (HIM)

The HIM is thought to be produced by super-
nova explosions which blow huge cavities filled
with coronal gas in the ambient medium. Cox
& Smith (1974) not only realized that the energy
input of SNe creates cavities filled with hot gas,
but that the cooling time is relatively long (107 to
109 yr, depending on density and temperature of
the matter within), allowing the creation of a tun-
neling network (the swiss cheese model). Weaver
et al. (1977) discussed amodel in which fast stellar
winds are adiabatically shocked to temperatures
of order 106–107 K. These winds then act like a
piston, driving the expansion of the outer shell of
swept-up ambient material. The basic picture still
stands today, although several refinements have
been proposed, e.g., by Chu et al. (1995) who cal-

culate the expected X–ray emission from suber-
bubbles. It should be mentioned, however, that,
although hot gas has been detected, e.g., by re-
cent X-ray missions, observational evidence for
these theoretical scenarios is still rather scarce (see
e.g., the review by Chu, 1998, on Hot Gas in the
Large Magellanic Cloud). This will be discussed
in much greater detail in Sec. 6.1.2. Again, the
properties of the Hot Ionized Medium are sum-
marized in Table 2.1.

2.2 CNM and WNM – Observational
Considerations.

From the discussion above it is now clear that hy-
drogen can be in a cold and a warm phase (the
Cold Neutral Medium, CNM, and Warm Neutral
Medium, WNM). But which phase do we actu-
ally look at when we observe H I line emission at
21 cm?

2.2.1 Just a Little Bit of 21 cm Line Emission
and Radiative Transfer

To investigate this question, the basics of the 21 cm
line emission and some radiative transfer (again
heavily biased towards 21 cm emission) need to
be briefly refreshed at this point (for excellent re-
views see also Kulkarni & Heiles 1988, Walterbros
& Braun 1994).

Excitation of H I

If hydrogen is neutral in the the interstellar
medium, it is bound to be in the electronic ground
state (n=1) because the temperature of the sur-
rounding gas is too low to excite the electrons to
higher levels. If excitation of electrons does take
place, e.g., by collisionwith cosmic rays or absorb-
tion of photons, spontaneous downward decay is
extremely fast – e.g., an excited H I atom spends
only about 10 8 s in the n=2 level before falling
back to the ground (n=1) level. This ground state
exhibits a hyperfine splitting into two energy lev-
els. The upper level corresponds to parallel spins

Hot ionized medium (e.g. X-rays)

Warm ionized medium (e.g. H-alpha)

Warm neutral medium (e.g. HI)

Cold neutral medium (e.g. HI)

Molecular medium (e.g. CO)

...stars only form out of the molecular medium

different phases of the ISM



Dark Matter Halo
Hot Ionized Halo Gas

Stellar Disk

Stellar Bulge

Warm Ionized Gas

Young stars

Dust
Molecular Gas

Atomic Gas

galaxy cartoon



THINGS: Walter et al. 2008
HERACLES: Leroy, Walter et al. 2008

atomic gas (HI): more extended than molecular gas, stars, and SFR 

extended HI also seen in high-z observations and simulations
 e.g., Krogager et al. 2017; Neeleman et al. 2017, 2019; Bird et al. 2014; Rahmati & Schaye 2014

atomic vs. molecular gas in galaxies



surveys of nearby galaxies (e.g. THINGS/HERACLES): 
~linear relation between star formation and molecular gas

e.g., Walter et al. 2008, Bigiel et al. 2008, Leroy et al. 2008, 2012, Schruba et al. 2011
ARA&A review by Kennicutt & Evans 2012

H2 gas densityHI gas density

SF
R
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en

si
ty

atomic 
gas (HI)

molecular 
gas (H2)

—> the molecular star formation / Schmidt-Kennicutt ‘Law’

stars form out of molecular gas



HERACLES (PIs: Walter/Leroy)

CO maps in 40 nearby galaxies

molecular gas surveys at low and high redshift



HERACLES (PIs: Walter/Leroy)

CO maps in 40 nearby galaxies

xCOLD GASS (PI: Saintonge)

CO spectra for >400 galaxies

molecular gas surveys at low and high redshift



HERACLES (PIs: Walter/Leroy)

CO maps in 40 nearby galaxies

xCOLD GASS (PI: Saintonge)

CO spectra for >400 galaxies

PHANGS (PI: Schinnerer)

ALMA highres CO maps, 74 galaxies

molecular gas surveys at low and high redshift



HERACLES (PIs: Walter/Leroy)
xCOLD GASS (PI: Saintonge)

PHANGS (PI: Schinnerer) PHIBBS1/2 (PIs: Tacconi / Genzel)

CO maps in 40 nearby galaxies

ALMA highres CO maps, 74 galaxies

CO spectra for >400 galaxies

measurements of many 100s 

of high-z galaxies

molecular gas surveys at low and high redshift



from detailed physics to
evolution of galaxy populations



from detailed physics to
evolution of galaxy populations

boundary conditions,
key parameters as f(environment)



from detailed physics to
evolution of galaxy populations

boundary conditions,
key parameters as f(environment)



http://www.phangs.org

main sequence of  
star-forming galaxies
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Physics at High Angular resolution in Nearby GalaxieS

Selection 

Close:  D ≲ 17 Mpc (1” ≈ 100pc)
Not edge-on: inclination < 75°

ALMA visible:   -75° < Dec. < +25°                            
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the ALMA revolution

Schuster et al. (2007)

30m telescope (~500pc)

resolu8on 
single dish 

Schinnerer et al. (2013)

 PdB interferometer (~ 40 pc) 

cloud scale 
resolu8on



ALMA CO (2-1) Peak Intensity Maps
Leroy et al. (2021a,b)

~1000h using 12m, 7m arrays plus total power antennas

HST









Hα 
[OIII]
[SII]Santoro et al. (in prep.)



NGC1559

HST

HST composite NUV-WL-Hband



HST

NGC1559
HST composite NUV-WL-Hband

ALMA 



 Kreckel et al. (2018)

~1700 HII regions
colored by metallicity
(strong line method)

NGC0628~800 clouds

CO 
Hα 

SFR — molecular gas relation at 50pc



A multi-scale theory of cloud evolution and star formation in galaxies:
Small-scale variations of gas-to-SFR ratio reflect underlying timeline

Kruijssen & Longmore 2014
Kruijssen et al. 2018Clouds & HII regions in a galaxy:

Evolution & spatial distribution

Gas-to-SFR ratio as a function of spatial scale
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(see also Kawamura et al. 2009, Gratier et al. 2012, Corbelli et al. 2017)

(Schruba et al. 2010, Kruijssen et al. 2014, 2018)

measuring molecular cloud lifetimes



going to high-z galaxies



Hubble Ultra-Deep Field — deepest multi-λ data
1000s of well-characterized galaxies (0 < z < 8)
+ MUSE + HST grism / longslit spectroscopy

ASPECS LP: Survey presentation and CO LFs 7

Figure 4. Example of the available photometry and of our
SED fits for the galaxies in the XDF. The top panels show
800 ⇥ 600 postage-stamp images of one of the galaxies in our
field, a face–on spiral galaxy at z=1.095. The bottom panel
shows the observed photometry (black points), together with
the overall best SED fit from MAGPHYS (red line) as well as
the model of the unextincted starlight emission (blue line).
The median value of the posterior likelihood distribution of
the main fitted values is also reported.

photometry in the fits of the general sample because
the angular resolution of these observations is relatively
modest (> 500), thus delicate de-blending analysis would
be required (the average sky density of galaxies in the
XDF is & 1 galaxy per 3 arcsec2). Only for the top
15 brightest CO–detected galaxies (see below) we re-
peat the MAGPHYS fits including these bands first as
actual detections, and then as upper limits (assuming
that part of the measured flux is due to contaminations
from neighboring sources). These results are discussed
in Aravena et al. (2018) and Boogaard et al. (2018).
The filter selection of the general sample (i.e., without

Spitzer MIPS and Herschel bands) provides an excellent
photometric coverage on the stellar population. Paired
with the wealth of spectroscopic redshifts and grism-
based redshifts, this enables very robust constraints on
M⇤, sSFR, dust extinction, etc. Conversely, the photo-
metric coverage of the dust emission is limited, yield-
ing fairly uncertain contraints on parameters such as
the dust temperature, Tdust, the dust emissivity index
�, the relative contribution of the PAH emission and
hot mid-infrared continuum. On the other hand, the
constraint on the energy balance implemented in MAG-

Figure 5. A 3D rendering of the ASPECS LP data cube,
aligned with the Hubble XDF images. Bright CO emitters
appear as white/orange blobs in the rendered cube.

PHYS, together with the superb photometric coverage
of the rest-frame UV/optical wavelengths, allows us to
pin down well the dust-reprocessed integrated luminos-
ity, Ldust. Additionally, the 1.2mm photometry pro-
vides us with a direct measurement of the dust emission
beyond the peak of the dust emission, in the Rayleigh–
Jeans regime. If the dust is optically thin, this results
in a constrain on the dust mass, Mdust. Fig. 4 shows
an example of the available photometry and of our SED
modeling for a z=1.095 galaxy in our field.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the line search
in the ASPECS LP 3mm data cube, and discuss the
analysis steps that lead to the definition of the CO lu-
minosity function and the measurement of ⇢(H2).

4.1. Line search

The brightest CO emitters in our cube can be eas-
ily spotted in a visual inspection of the data (see, e.g.,
Fig. 5), but a thorough, quantitative search of faint
emitters is required in order to build a statistically–
meaningful census of the CO emission at high redshift.
We extensively discuss the line search approach in AS-
PECS LP in the second paper of this series (González-
López et al. 2018). Briefly, we adopt three indepen-
dent line searching algorithms to systematically inspect
the data cube: findclumps (Walter et al. 2016; Decarli
et al. 2016a), LineSeeker (González-López et al. 2017),
and MF3D (Pavesi et al. 2018). These codes filter the
data along the spectral axis (and, in the case of MF3D,
also along the spatial axes) with di↵erent kernel widths,
in order to maximize the sensitivity to signal associ-
ated with line candidates of di↵erent intrinsic widths.
The adopted kernel widths range from ⇠ 50 km s�1 to

The Hubble Ultra-Deep Field



idea: use ALMA to obtain sensitive continuum and CO 
measurements to trace dust and molecular gas in the H-UDF

ALMA



sky frequency

sky / frequency coverage

total: ~200 hours
# pointings # tunings

band 3 17 5
band 6 85 8

Observational setup
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The median value of the posterior likelihood distribution of
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PHYS, together with the superb photometric coverage
of the rest-frame UV/optical wavelengths, allows us to
pin down well the dust-reprocessed integrated luminos-
ity, Ldust. Additionally, the 1.2mm photometry pro-
vides us with a direct measurement of the dust emission
beyond the peak of the dust emission, in the Rayleigh–
Jeans regime. If the dust is optically thin, this results
in a constrain on the dust mass, Mdust. Fig. 4 shows
an example of the available photometry and of our SED
modeling for a z=1.095 galaxy in our field.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the line search
in the ASPECS LP 3mm data cube, and discuss the
analysis steps that lead to the definition of the CO lu-
minosity function and the measurement of ⇢(H2).

4.1. Line search

The brightest CO emitters in our cube can be eas-
ily spotted in a visual inspection of the data (see, e.g.,
Fig. 5), but a thorough, quantitative search of faint
emitters is required in order to build a statistically–
meaningful census of the CO emission at high redshift.
We extensively discuss the line search approach in AS-
PECS LP in the second paper of this series (González-
López et al. 2018). Briefly, we adopt three indepen-
dent line searching algorithms to systematically inspect
the data cube: findclumps (Walter et al. 2016; Decarli
et al. 2016a), LineSeeker (González-López et al. 2017),
and MF3D (Pavesi et al. 2018). These codes filter the
data along the spectral axis (and, in the case of MF3D,
also along the spatial axes) with di↵erent kernel widths,
in order to maximize the sensitivity to signal associ-
ated with line candidates of di↵erent intrinsic widths.
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Decarli et al. 2020

band 3
(3mm band)

band 6
(1mm band)

distribution of C
O

 line fluxes

right ascension

declination

frequency

data cubes



band 6 rms: 9.5 μJy

ASPECS

most sensitive dust
emission map

Gonzalez-Lopez et al. 2019, 2020, Aravena et al. 2020

Hubble Ultra-Deep Field: dust continuum





• range of properties
• crowded regions
• NIR counterparts — 

it’s the UDF!

CO lines in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field



ASPECS

COLDz

z=0

good match to COLD-z
(CO1-0, Riechers et al. 18, 20)

z=0

ASPECS

<z> = 0.28 <z> = 1.43 <z> = 2.61 <z> = 3.80

CO luminosity / H2 mass functions

CO(2-1)
—>

Walter et al. 2016, Decarli et al. 2019, 2020

CO luminosity / H2 mass function



ASPECS

COLDz

z=0

good match to COLD-z
(CO1-0, Riechers et al. 18, 20)

z=0

ASPECS

<z> = 0.28 <z> = 2.61 <z> = 3.80

CO luminosity / H2 mass functions

2

Walter et al. 2016, Decarli et al. 2019, 2020

<z> = 1.43

CO(2-1)
—>

CO luminosity / H2 mass function



Decarli et al. 2019, 2020

ASPECS

<z> = 0.28 <z> = 1.43 <z> = 2.61 <z> = 3.80

…in four different redshift bins…

CO luminosity / H2 mass functionsCO luminosity / H2 mass function



Decarli et al. 2019, 2020

ASPECS

COLDz

z=0

good match to COLD-z
— different fields, CO1-0 
         (Riechers et al. 18, 20)

z=0

ASPECS

<z> = 0.28 <z> = 1.43 <z> = 2.61 <z> = 3.80

…in four different redshift bins…

CO luminosity / H2 mass functionsCO luminosity / H2 mass function



Decarli et al. 2019, 2020

ASPECS

COLDz

z=0

z=0

<z> = 0.28 <z> = 1.43 <z> = 2.61 <z> = 3.80

…in four different redshift bins…

CO luminosity / H2 mass functions

note: no constraints on 
faint end of luminosity function

- but cannot be steep (—> stacking)

CO luminosity / H2 mass function



Lenkic et al. 2020
Decarli et al. 2019, 2020
Magnelli et al. 2019
Popping et al. 2019
Tacconi et al. 2020

note: independent ASPECS analysis 
using dust continuum → consistent results

evolution of molecular gas density

ASPECS

good agreement with
previous estimates
(including PdBI/NOEMA &
ASPECS pilot programs
+ PHIBSS1/2)

evolution of the molecular gas density
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the cosmic baryon cyclethe cosmic baryon cycle



star formation 
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stellar mass
density

atomic hydrogen
density

Walter et al. 2020

the cosmic baryon cyclethe cosmic baryon cycle



star formation 
rate density

molecular gas
density

stellar mass
density

atomic hydrogen
density

Walter et al. 2020

the cosmic baryon cycle

  independent measurements! 

the cosmic baryon cycle



Walter et al. 2020

the cosmic baryon cyclethe cosmic baryon cycle



Walter et al. 2020

the need for accretion

stellar gain

H2 loss



Walter et al. 2020

accretion needed to
explain stellar mass growth

the need for accretion

stellar gain

H2 loss

the need for accretion





simple picture: 

ionized gas  —> atomic gas —>  

molecular gas —> star formation



Walter et al. 2020

gas flow rates
note: universe is a closed box, mass in baryons ~const.

gas flow rates



simplified
assumptions

Walter et al. 2020

gas flow rates

net inflow rates:

note: universe is a closed box, mass in baryons ~const.

gas flow rates



Walter et al. 2020

gas flow rates

H2 and HI measurements

net inflow rates:

gas flow rates



gas flow rates

Illustris-TNG50, Springel, Pillepich, Nelson

next step: compare inflow rates to simulations

gas flow rates



Walter et al. 2020

gas flow rates

: net flow 
ionized gas —> 

atomic gas

are HII accretion 
rates from IGM/

CGM reasonable?

—> comparison to 
simulations

gas flow rates



simulations based on 
Bolshio-Planck and MultiDark-
Planck ΛCDM simulations 
(Klypin et al. 2016, Rodriguez-
Puebla et al. 2016)

gas flow rates

baryonic matter
accreted on DM halos

Walter et al. 2020

: net flow 
ionized gas —> 

atomic gas

gas flow rates



simulations based on 
Bolshio-Planck and MultiDark-
Planck ΛCDM simulations 
(Klypin et al. 2016, Rodriguez-
Puebla et al. 2016)

gas flow rates

baryonic matter
accreted on DM halos

Walter et al. 2020

~10-30% of accreted IGM baryons ended up in galaxies
[needs better data to break up in stellar/ halo masses etc.]

: net flow 
ionized gas —> 

atomic gas

gas flow rates



‘cosmic sunset’
Walter et al. 2020

futureto
da

y

most of the cosmic 
baryons will stay 
outside galaxies

‘cosmic sunset’



‘cosmic sunset’

decrease in accretion rate: e.g., expansion of Universe

conjecture: over next Hubble time: accretion —> 0, therefore SFR —> 0
                                           (remaining stars —> white dwarfs)

Walter et al. 2020

futureto
da

y

most of the cosmic 
baryons will stay 
outside galaxies

‘cosmic sunset’



end



Superkepler / subkepler rotation

• Evidence of deviations from Kepler rotation found 
by Teague et al. 2018

• Roughly consistent with expected sub-superkepler 
rotation when comparing to continuum data

• But still overall too subkepler
• Planets? Not yet sure...



DSHARP CO Channel maps

Case of HD 163296



HD 163296

200 au

front surface layer
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Optically thick CO "ear"

RADMC-3D
Radiative
Transfer

Model



Shape and dynamics of outer regions
Let's overplot the predicted "ear" surface shape, based on Keplerian 
rotation

• Model is too flaring in the outer regions
• Ears at low |𝛥v| are smaller than model prediction.



Shape and dynamics of outer regions
Now make model less flaring in outer disk (due to "end of disk")
And include strong pressure gradient in outer disk (also "end of disk")

Strongly sub-keplerian rotation in the very outer regions!
Conclusion: We are seeing evidence that the disk really ends around
300 au. This is not just the CO freeze-out.



Strange deviations from rings

Isella et al. DSHARP (2018)
Perez et al. DSHARP (2018)

Zhang, Zhu + DSHARP (2018)



Deviations from rings...

HD 143006 HD 163296



...evidence for planets after all?

Lyra, Johansen, Klahr & Piskunov (2009)

?



...evidence for planets after all?

Zhang, Zhu + DSHARP (2018)



Rings in scattered light 
images of pp disks



Avenhaus et al. 2018van Boekel et al. 2017

TW Hydra @ 1.6 𝜇m RXJ 1615 @ 1.6 𝜇m

Rings in scattered light








